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Kurzfassung (deutsch)
In der Milchviehhaltung nimmt die Anzahl der eingesetzten Onlinesensoren zu. Somit können
bedeutende biologische Veränderungen bei Kühen z. B. Sekretveränderungen frühzeitig erkannt werden. Hohe mechanische Belastungen am Zitzengewebe, die z. B. zu Ringbildungen
führen, treten beim Melken jedoch immer noch häufig auf. Eine nicht optimal angepasste
Melktechnik kann einer der Gründe dafür sein.
Hauptziel dieser Arbeit ist es, ein Vakuumregelungssystem für das zitzenendige Melkvakuum
zu entwickeln, das in engen Zeitabständen reagiert. Das zitzenendige Melkvakuum soll durch
die Regelung in der Saugphase bei großen Milchflüssen einen konstant niedrigen Vakuumabfall aufweisen. In der Entlastungsphase soll die Regelung dagegen einen konstant hohen
Vakuumabfall erzeugen.
Bei Nassmessungen (ISO 6690, 2007) wurden verschiedene viertelindividuelle Melksysteme
im Melklabor und in Praxisbetrieben in Bezug auf ihr zitzenendiges Melkvakuum untersucht.
Nachfolgend wurden verschiedene Vakuummess- und Aktorsysteme zur Vakuumbeeinflussung untersucht. Die wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen bestehen darin, dass
die Konzeption für ein Vakuumregelungssystem gefunden und ein Prototyp gebaut werden
konnte. Weiter wurden die Anforderungen an ein optimales zitzenendiges Melkvakuum
erarbeitet.
Das Konzept für das entwickelte Vakuumregelungssystem lässt erwarten, dass das zitzenendige Melkvakuum in der Saugphase auf 20 kPa bei einem Milchfluss von 0,25 l/min/Euterviertel reduziert werden kann. Bei hohen Milchflüssen von 1,5 l/min/Euterviertel und mehr
wird das Vakuum in derselben Phase hingegen auf einen Mittelwert von 30 kPa eingestellt.
Damit kann erstmals ein hohes Melkvakuum bei hohen und ein niedriges Melkvakuum bei
niedrigen Milchflüssen erreicht werden. In Zukunft sollte das entwickelte Vakuumregelsystem zur Nutzung in allen viertelindividuellen Melksystemen angepasst werden.

Schlagwörter:
Vakuumregelungssystem, Vakuumschwankung, Vakuumabfall, Milchfluss, Zitzenende
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Abstract (English)
The number of online-sensors in dairy farming is increasing. In this manner, important biologically changes in cows as for example changes in secretion can be detected at an early stage.
But high mechanical strains on the teat tissue during milking still occur frequently and can for
example lead to formation of teat rings. A suboptimal adjusted milking technology can be one
of the reasons for the mentioned observations.
The objective of this dissertation was to develop a vacuum control system for the teat-end
vacuum that can react in short time intervals. The teat-end vacuum produced by that control
system should be with constant low vacuum reduction in suction phase at high milk flows.
Moreover, in release phase the control system should provide constantly high vacuum reductions.
In wet-tests (ISO 6690, 2007) several individual quarter milking systems in laboratory and
practical milking parlours were evaluated in terms of their associated teat-end vacuum conditions. Several vacuum measuring and actuator systems for controlling the vacuum were tested. The most important result of the studies was that the general concept for a teat-end vacuum control system was developed, and a prototype of that system was produced. Important
requirements for an optimum teat-end vacuum were revealed during that work.
The concept for the planned vacuum control system suggests that it is possible to reduce the
mean teat-end milking vacuum in the suction phase to 20 kPa at a flow rate of 0.25 l/min per
udder quarter. At higher flow rates of 1.5 l/min and more per udder quarter, the teat-end vacuum is similar to the machine vacuum with a mean value of approximately 30 kPa. Therefore,
for the first time, it is possible to supply a high teat-end vacuum at a high and a low teat-end
vacuum at low milk flow rates. In the future, the developed vacuum control system should be
adapted for installation in all types of individual quarter milking systems.
Keywords:
Vacuum control system, vacuum fluctuation, vacuum reduction, milk flow rate, teat end
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Multilactor® milking system located in the
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Single guided milking system(s)

S

Permanent inserted pressure sensor in a test
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VCV A
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Electronically driven vacuum control valve

Abbreviation

Scale unit

Nomenclature

Claw volume

cm3

Claw volume in cubic centimeter

Distance

mm

Distance in millimeter

Flow rate

l/min per …

Flow rate in liter per minute per udder or per
udder quarter

Measurement

%

Measurement accuracy in percent

% or kPa

Measuring deviation among two measuring

accuracy
Measuring
deviation

systems in percent or kilo Pascal

Pulsation rate

cycles/min

Pulsation rate in cycles per minute
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Hz/ kHz
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Vacuum

kPa
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INTRODUCTION

The desire for technical devices that are adjustable with very high precision and that can react
to changes in their environment automatically is almost as old as mankind. This desire has
inspired engineers and inventors for thousands of years. CARL BENZ (1844-1929) expressed
his sentiment with the sentence: “The love of invention never dies”. The passion for invention
remains fascinating in present times. Thus, the well-known computer pioneer STEVE JOBS
(1955-2011) had similar feelings and stated: “The only way to achieve an extraordinary performance is to love what you do”. A developed invention should perform each task through a
high quality process and without any stop to the work, no matter what the circumstances are
or how they change during the operation. This process should be continued until the machine
is stopped by its operator. In reality, these standards can be only partly be attained. The passion to achieve perfection has also driven the inventors and researchers working on milking
techniques and equipment. In the last few decades, these passions have led to extraordinary
inventions for improving milking techniques. On the other hand, some set-backs occurred
during this time. Because cows‟ udders are sensitive and milk is a perishable food, the development of milking technology has been very difficult in the past. Despite these problems,
around the year 1860, the first mechanisation of the milking process was accomplished by
inventing a first-hand milking apparatus with vacuum application, and with this, the first suction milking machine was developed by COLVIN (ORDOLFF, 2008). One of the next big successes was achieved by Dr. ALEXANDER SHIELDS in 1885 with the invention of a milking machine with an integrated pulsator. The next important step was accomplished by ALEXANDER
GILLES in 1903 with the construction of the two-chamber teat cup (ROSE, 2006).
Other important inventions in the history of milking and vacuum technology are noted: In
1910, the first pipeline milking machine with a central vacuum supply was built; in 1929, the
first electrical pulsator was developed; in 1965, it became possible to produce different vacuum applications in the milking cluster and in the milk pipeline; in 1970, the flow-based control of milking for milking machines with clusters was developed; in 1980, the separation of
milk extraction and milk transportation became possible; in 1984, stimulation of the milking
cluster using an increased pulsator frequency was possible; and since 1990, the use of farmexperienced milking robots has been possible (ORDOLFF, 2008). Further, since 2006, individual quarter milking has been possible in milking parlours (ROSE-MEIERHÖFER ET AL., 2010a).
Moreover, the trend is that with more developed and improved sensor technology, the animal
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as an individual is increasingly the centre of consideration (UMSTÄTTER and KAUFMANN,
2001). Thus, single udder quarters can be treated individually and with more precision than
before. However, even in the modern individual quarter milking systems (IQS), both automatic and parlour milking systems are still far from having realised the full potential of individual
quarter milking. The reasons for this are the high costs, which would prevent the inclusion of
enhanced sensor technology in such milking systems. Other reasons are to be found in the fact
that the miniaturisation of electronic components and the research to gather relevant information requires much time. This is true especially if the new technology must be produced
with high-quality sensor components. Despite this limitation, there is intensive research on the
individual quarter technique for milking machines.
Thus, the primary objective of this work was to develop the knowledge to produce a control
system to provide a milk-flow-based vacuum application for each individual udder quarter.
To reach that objective, it was necessary first to analyse the vacuum conditions in select stateof-the-art milking systems. Considering the vacuum data of the state-of-the-art milking systems, it was necessary to determine how the alternative vacuum control concept should be
developed. Thus, five tasks were found necessary to split the work for this dissertation into
parts. These tasks were as follows: 1.) Describe the vacuum behaviour of state-of-the-art automatic milking systems (AMS); 2.) Compare the vacuum conditions in the Multilactor® milking system with those of a classic milking system with milking clusters; 3.) Search for fitting
sensors and measuring places in the milking system to realise a permanent, continuous measurement of the teat-end vacuum conditions; 4.) Develop the control algorithms for the system;
and 5.) Develop a statement of recommendations for technical realisation of a control system.
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2.1

Vacuum behaviour
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The teat-end vacuum in the teat cups of a milking system is always reasonably different from
the machine vacuum, which can be adjusted for each milking system (SCHLAIß, 1994). Other
reasons for the changes in the vacuum level are the movement of the liner and the volume
changes of the rooms in the milk tube that occur through the removal of milk
(WORSTORFF ET AL., 1982). Furthermore, the geometry of the two-chambered teat cup and the
pulsation settings of the milking system play a major role in the movement of the liners and in
the teat-end vacuum in a milking system. According to WEHOWSKY and TRÖGER (1994), the
vacuum that is actually applied to the teats depends on the milk that streams out and on
uncontrolled air intakes. Further, the vacuum depends on the factors that were noted by
WORSTORFF ET AL. (1982). In the ISO 6690 (2007) guideline, the vacuum has been evaluated
in terms of vacuum reductions and fluctuations, and there are defined calculation methods for
both types of vacuum changes.
2.1.1

Vacuum fluctuations

Referring to NYHAN (1968), TOLLE ET AL. (1977) and TAN ET AL. (1993), vacuum fluctuations
at the teat end could be cyclic, acyclic or irregular and mixed. Acyclic vacuum fluctuations
are formed by a too-low performance of the vacuum pump or by pipes with a too-low diameter. Vacuum fluctuations are possible also by the double function of the vacuum for milking
and milk transport (WORSTORFF, 1976). For acyclic vacuum fluctuations, the following causes
are named by SPOHR ET AL. (1996): A too-weak vacuum pump, a leaky milking machine, air
ingress that results from changing the milking cluster or by falling milking clusters, too-high
towing resistance of the main air pipe or too-small diameters of milk line. Further, AMIRANTE
ET AL.

(2005) stated that it is evident that the observed acyclic vacuum fluctuations caused by

the incorrect design of the milking plant could reach much higher values as fluctuations
caused by the observed milk meters in their study. These acyclic fluctuations can be seriously
harmful to the sanitary state of the udder, if they are not immediately compensated through an
effective vacuum reserve. Acyclic vacuum fluctuations are an interruption of the stable vacuum sequence. A stable vacuum from the milk pipe to the claw and the teat end is a fundamental precondition for satisfying milking requirements. Therefore, a stable vacuum is the main
goal of every milking machine (HOEFELMAYR and MAIER, 1980; NOSAL and BILGERY, 2002).
Thus, the stability of the vacuum is extremely important for animal health and the effective-
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ness of milking (TAN and REINEMANN, 1994). With regard to udder diseases, the vacuum
fluctuations occurring in milking systems have a high importance (MEIN, 1992).
Cyclic vacuum fluctuations also occur in modern milking plants with large pipeline diameters
and efficient vacuum pumps. Cyclic vacuum fluctuations develop only close to the milking
clusters. The wave of the cyclic vacuum fluctuations follows the pulse timing (WORSTORFF
and FISCHER, 1999). The pumping action of the liner speeds the milk up by forward and
backward oscillations thereby resulting in the possibility of a respray of milk and a respray of
milk aerosols to the teat, which could result in the transmission of pathogens (RABOLD ET AL.,
2003; HERMANN, 1990). SPOHR ET AL. (1996) names the following causes for cyclic vacuum
fluctuations: the dimensions of the milking clusters are too small, the ventilation hole at the
claw is too tight or blocked, the outflow of the milk from the milking cluster is blocked or the
vacuum is too low. In a study by AMIRANTE ET AL. (2005), the vacuum fluctuations reached
very high values, especially when the maximum milk release starts to end. During the
previous phases, the fluctuations were reduced by half, and they showed a more cyclic or
constant pattern, which is less dangerous to the udder. Many scientists differ in their beliefs
regarding the relevance of the cyclic vacuum fluctuations. For example, SCHLAIß (1994) stated
that through cyclic vacuum fluctuations themselves, no negative influences on the udder
health are expected. On the other hand, the risk of an infection of the udder increases greatly
at the end of milking when only a small milk flow comes out of the teat. According to
FLÜCKINGER

ET AL.

(1979), the recommendations of scientists range from just avoiding the

acyclic fluctuations to the avoidance of all existing types of vacuum fluctuations.
WORSTORFF ET AL. (1972) assessed the relevance of vacuum fluctuations as follows: He and
his co-authors noted that the respray of milk from an infected quarter to the other potentially
healthy teat ends increases the transmission of pathogenic microorganisms. WORSTORFF
(1976) claimed that the cyclic vacuum fluctuations are characterised mainly by the intensity
of the milk flow. ROSE (2006) observed that cyclic vacuum fluctuations in conventional
milking methods with air intake made the development of a useful, individual quarter milking
machine more difficult because the fluctuations increase with smaller, single-guided milking
tubes. According to THIEL and MEIN (1979), vacuum fluctuations slowed the milking process.
In an earlier study, THIEL ET AL. (1968) compared high and low cyclic fluctuations, and they
could not find any effect of fluctuations on the milking performance. O‟SHEA and
O‟CALLAGHAN (1980) found that the rate of new infections increases with unstable vacuum
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settings. In contrast, other research suggests that the generated vacuum fluctuations likely
have a positive effect that contributes toward better udder health. Cyclic vacuum fluctuations
arise in Biomilker®- or in SystemHappel®-milking clusters because in these systems the
vacuum in the release phase is reduced. HAMANN ET AL. (2001) and SAGKOB

ET AL.

(2010)

compared the effects of the aforementioned milking clusters (with a low d-phase vacuum)
with a conventional milking cluster, and in particular, evaluated the effect of the milking
cluster on teat condition. The authors of both studies concluded that the low teat-end vacuum
in the release phase leads to a reduction of hyperkeratosis and usually to an overall better teat
condition. It is possible not to have negative effects due to cyclic vacuum fluctuations are
possible, as long as the maximum vacuum amplitudes of the cyclic fluctuations are relatively
low. Additionally, the fact that a calf produces a moderate cyclic vacuum when sucking at the
cow‟s teat is important.
It was suspected in the 1960s that vacuum fluctuations generally have a negative effect on the
udder health of the cow. Consequently, building milking machines in a way that leads to the
lowest possible vacuum fluctuations and reductions was attempted. The aim was to generate a
teat-end milking vacuum that was very similar to the machine vacuum of the milking system.
Today, scientists agree that cyclic vacuum fluctuations are acceptable if they occur within
defined limits. Controlled cyclic vacuum fluctuations even can have a positive effect on the
udder health. Overall, there is still no official guideline for determining the ideal cyclic
vacuum condition at the teat end because of the differences in teat morphology of each cow
and udder quarter. Based on the literature, some of the characteristics for the optimal teat-end
milking vacuum can be deduced. A teat-end vacuum curve that can be considered optimal
should show a vacuum level between 26 kPa and 39 kPa in the milking phase (b-phase)
(RASMUSSEN and MADSEN, 2000) and a much lower and steady teat-end vacuum in the
release phase (d). Within the b-phase, the vacuum should be constant during the time span of
the entire b-phase, and it should show the lowest possible vacuum fluctuations. These rough
requirements for the optimal vacuum curve are confirmed by many of the cited studies. For
example, these findings were confirmed by HAMANN
(2010).

ET AL.

(2001) and SAGKOB

ET AL.
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Vacuum reductions

The vacuum reduction is the difference of the mean vacuum values measured during a period
of time in a milking system, which are calculated between a machine vacuum measuring point
and a second measuring point in the system. For both measuring points, the mean value must
be formed of at least five pulse cycles (ISO 6690, 2007). The vacuum reductions and
fluctuations can be calculated for every phase in the pulsation cycle as well as for the whole
cycle. The causes of the incidence of vacuum reductions and vacuum fluctuations are the
same. In addition to the causes of vacuum fluctuations, pollution of the vacuum pipe is a
reason for vacuum reductions. RASMUSSEN and MADSEN (2000) described in detail that
milking with a low vacuum (which they specify to be 26 to 30 kPa and which is calculated as
the average of a-, b-, c- and d-phase) in contrast to a high vacuum (which they specify to be
33 to 39 kPa and is a calculated analogue) extends the averaged milking time and increases
the frequency of climbing liners. For a high vacuum, in contrast, it could be shown that the
average milking time only moderately shortened (REINEMANN ET AL., 2001), but the amount
of open teat ends after milking is increased. Further, high vacuum also increased the time
needed by the teat ends to close again. In addition, a high vacuum increases the amount of
hyperkeratosis at the teat end, as in previous mentioned studies (MEIN ET AL., 2003).
The vacuum reduction data gathered to date points to the following conclusion: If claw-, milkand vacuum tubes and other installations such as milk meters have the correct dimensions, no
serious vacuum reductions can occur. In addition, the vacuum reductions significantly depend
on the milk flow at every different teat of a cow. The ISO 5707 (2007) guideline requires that
the pulse vacuum during the b-phases should not be more than approximately 4.0 kPa under
the machine vacuum. In contrast, the vacuum in the d-phase should not be greater than 4.0
kPa above the level of the atmosphere. According to ISO 5707 (2007) and 3918 (2007), there
is a difference of pressure at the change between the phases, which is 4.0 kPa lower than the
machine vacuum and 4.0 kPa greater the atmospheric pressure. According to LINCKE (1999),
high vacuum reductions can lead to adhesion problems with the teat cups. Additionally, decreases in milk flows can occur with high vacuum reductions. WORSTORFF (2001) suggested
tube diameters of 16.0 mm for the long milk tubes because such tubes led to desired low vacuum reductions. In praxis, the vacuum reduction of 5.0 to 8.0 kPa is often higher than desired
because tubes with 14.0 mm or more are rarely in use. Considering the previously noted requirements for the optimal teat-end vacuum curve, it must be noted that oversized tube diameters cause an extremely low vacuum reduction in the d-phase, which could have even negative
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effects on udder health. This effect must be considered in choosing milk tubes with different
inner diameters.
2.2

Milking technology and udder health

The effect of milking technology on udder health is highly related to the vacuum behaviour in
the milking system. Thus, HAMANN and DÜCK (1984) do not consider the respray important
to the development of udder diseases because of its low speed. In the returning air, which results from the opening liners, milk can be included in form of droplets (THOMPSON and
PEARSON, 1983) or aerosols (WHITTLESTONE

ET AL.,

1972), and by that, depending on the

setting of the pulsator, in modern milking clusters, danger to udder health can also result.
HAMANN (1982) explained the higher risk of infections at the end of the milking process with
the missing flow of milk around the teats. Further, the impact of teat tip and teat canal for
udder health should not be underestimated. HAMANN (1987a) stated that the teat canal is the
primary physical and chemical barrier to invasion of mastitis pathogens into the udder. Moreover, the changes in the teat-end condition are associated with mechanical forces exerted by
the vacuum and the moving liner during machine milking. As a result, hyperkeratosis commonly occurs at the transition between the teat end and the teat canal. Moreover, HAMANN
(1987b) concluded that mastitis can be caused through sub-optimal adjustment of the milking
technique such as failure in pulsation and through sub-optimal teat-end vacuum. Sub-optimal
teat-end vacuum can lead to hyperkeratosis. This is true for all type of milking systems.
WALSER declared as early as 1966 that correctly working milking equipment is a prerequisite
for healthy, complete and rapid milk withdrawal and that udder health is essential for the cost
efficiency of milk production.
HÄUSSERMANN and HARTUNG (2010) compared several milking systems with different system and vacuum settings, and one of the results was that the teat-end vacuum is affected by
the level of milk flow, the milking system, the systems inserted components and the settings
of the milking technique as pulse ratio and rate. However, this finding indicates that the machine vacuum is not a good parameter to use in evaluating the quality of the milking process.
Moreover, the composition of the settings is relevant to teat and udder condition. In principle,
the milking machine should not create excessive strain on the teat tissue during the milking
process (GEIDEL, 2002). The milking process has positive and negative effects on udder
health. During the milking process, bacteria are washed out before they have a negative effect
on the udder. On the other hand, strong forces have a great effect on the udder during milking.
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Examples are the internal hardening of the teat-ends, hyperkeratosis, bacteria transfer and
delayed milk-flow (WORSTORFF and FISCHER, 2000). The longer the teat is connected to intensive or high vacuum, the higher the probability is of restricted blood and lymph circulation
in the teat. Thus, the teat-tissue is then too greatly physiologically strained (FAHR and

VON

LENGERKEN, 2003). Further, the cow‟s individual physiological conditions and individual
behaviour differs greatly, as BRUNSCH and SCHOLZ (2003) determined when they tested individual cow water consumption in a suckling cow cattle herd. Moreover, KAUFMANN

ET AL.

(1996) and UMSTÄTTER (2002) also found much individuality in cattle herds when they measured a wide range of heart frequency values in individual dairy cows.
In summary, it can be stated that there is no milking system available that can prevent mastitis-promoting effects completely (HAMANN, 2001). This statement remains true today, in
2012. Thus, the development of a control system for a precise adjustment of the teat-end vacuum for each udder individually per quarter is a very important objective for improving milking equipment in the future.
2.3

Individual quarter milking

All individual quarter and automatic milking systems with single, guided milk tubes have
some decisive advantages compared to conventional milking systems (DAVIS
REINEMANN ET

AL.,

ET AL.,

2000;

2002; ROSE ET AL., 2004). Some important advantages are, for example,

that separating quarters could eliminate new infections of mastitis. Quarter control of pulsation and/or vacuum is possible in individual quarter milking systems (IQS), and they will improve the sensitivity of automated mastitis detection (REINEMANN, 2010). Separation of milk
streams also allows the diversion of quarter milk, which can be useful in minimising milk
losses from infected cows. The separation of milk streams also can prevent economic losses
for farmers if the technical realisation in the future is cost efficient enough (REINEMANN,
2010).
The examinations of different milk levels in quarters by UMSTÄTTER and KAUFMANN (2001)
have shown that most commonly, the maximal differences in milking time within one udder
range from one to three minutes. Additionally, the unevenly divided amount of milk between
the front and the back udder half supports an individual treatment of the single quarters
(UMSTÄTTER, 2002). Individual quarter milking is a milking process in which each single
udder quarter is observed and treated individually, and it is more precise than conventional
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milking systems. A further advantage of the individual quarter milking is that the milking
data, such as milk flow and the milk constituents, as well as other milk-related data can be
obtained separately for each udder quarter.
Most individual quarter milking systems (IQS) on farms are automatic milking systems
(AMS) (HALACHMI, 2009). The number of world-wide installed IQS shows a rapidly increasing trend (HALACHMI, 2009; HARMS, 2009). The first frequent use of single guided milk tubes
was in AMS because that technology requires that teat cups be automatically attached. The
additional advantages of the single guided milk tubes became more evident during the worldwide testing of AMS. According to SCHÖN

ET AL.

(2000), there are primarily two different

types of construction characteristics visible in AMS that are related to the milking and attaching unit of these milking systems. Approximately half of the marketed AMS work with a
modular milking unit. The four teat cups can be attached simultaneously to each teat. For the
rest of the systems, each teat cup is attached one after the other by a robotic arm. However,
independent from the milking unit, all systems work in almost all cases with more than
2.000 mm long single guided milk tubes because the individual observation of the four quarter
milkings is extremely important for each manufacturing company. Thus, at the moment, automatic milking is the most important part of individual quarter milking. Overall, the development of the AMS is one of the most important agricultural inventions of the 20th century
(MARIS AND ROE, 2004).
The Multilactor® milking system was launched onto the market, has been commercially available for more than two years (STRÖBEL ET AL., 2009) and is the first IQS for milking parlours.
Multilactor® was developed by the company Siliconform GmbH & Co. KG (Türkheim, Germany). The Multilactor® operated differently from a conventional milking cluster. The teat
cups can be attached from a milking magazine, and they are attached manually and in pairs to
the udder. The detachment of the teat cups occurs automatically but not on the individual
quarter level (ROSE and BRUNSCH, 2007). As a further advantage of that system, using individual quarter milking in conventional milking parlours is expected to reduce somatic cell
count, which is an important indicator of udder health (ROSE ET AL., 2006b). Thus, individual
quarter milking has been possible in AMS for many years, and now with the development of
the Multilactor® milking system, it is also possible to milk individually quarter-wise in almost
all types of conventional milking parlours, excluding in swing over and side by side milking
parlours.
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Other IQS have been on the market for more than a year, for example, the IQ-milking cluster
produced by the GEA group (Bönen, Germany) or the AMR TM robotic carrousel of DeLaval
group (Glinde, Germany). Long, single-guided milk tubes in each IQ-milking unit are an advantage for introducing additional technical equipment to perform a more gentle milking process on the quarter level. Examples of technically sophisticated equipment are cell count-,
hormone concentration- or vacuum measurement, online at the quarter level, which will be
introduced on the market at an increasing frequency (STRÖBEL

ET AL.,

2011b). Additional

support for the effectiveness of the individual quarter-wise evaluation of milking data can be
found in the study of QUERENGÄSSER ET AL. (2002). These veterinarians concluded that teatendoscopy and the measurement of quarter milk flow and milk yield with Lactocorders® are
useful tools for examining teats with milk disorders.
In summary, it can be stated that only in systems with single guided milk tubes can the milking parameters be recorded on the individual quarter level, and thereby a much better control
of udder health and milk quality is possible (ROSE and BRUNSCH, 2007). Therefore, it makes
sense to use the individual quarter milking system (IQS) in conventional milking parlours as
well. Further, the amount of IQS sold has increased in recent years, and the number has increased in milking parlours as well as in automatic milking systems (AMS). Thus, there is
great potential for individual quarter milking to be used on farms and investigated in the future.
2.4

Vacuum control systems

A large number of patents and product ideas for milking machines that allow the control of
the teat-end adjustments of the milking machine are already available or developed. Some of
the published information influencing the development of the work in this dissertation are
given as examples: In the European Patent EP 1 186 229 B1 (VAN

DEN

BERG and BEIJE,

2007), an animal individual and computer-controlled device was described. The system is
able to control the milking phase and the release phase and the vacuum level of the system
pulsator. The vacuum measurement occurs in areas very close to the teat. The disadvantage of
this concept is that the teat-end milking vacuum is adjusted only indirectly by a change in the
pulsation settings. With the help of the control system developed for the mentioned patent, it
is not possible to produce a very precise frequently acting control system for the teat-end
milking vacuum. Further, the European Patent EP 2 033 511 A2 (PETTERSON, 2009) also describes measurement of the vacuum near the teat end and the control of that vacuum. During
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the vacuum measurement in this invention, the head vacuum is measured. With the head vacuum, the milkability of a milking system can be analysed. In this machine, the sensor signals
measured in the head of the liner can be used to interrupt the periodic movement of the liner
with an actuator. The actuator is installed next to the teat cup. Thus, the collapsed state of the
liner can be maintained for up to 10 seconds. This patented machine has this effect especially
at the end of the milking process and in the milk-out phase of the milking process. The objective of the patent is to shorten the milking duration. However, this invention did not result in
complete control of the teat-end milking vacuum. Such a complete control could result in the
entire milking process becoming much more gentle and would reduce the mechanical load
and the stress on the teat tissue.
Other developments with control systems used in the milking technology are a milk-flowcontrolled milking system, which determine the end of the milking process and the removal of
the milking unit. That system could prevent overmilking. These types of systems were developed in the 1970s by the companies Elfa-Elsterwerda and Miele. The systems also helped to
simplify the physical work of milkers during the milking processes (ORDOLFF, 2008). The
Duovac-300 milking machine, developed by Alfa-Laval in 1976, also worked with a flow
controlled vacuum at the beginning and end of the milking process. That technology could
guarantee efficient milk removal (ORDOLFF, 2008). On the other hand, both mentioned systems did not work during the entire milking process, as the control system of the present dissertation will do. Thus, these systems could improve milk removal but not greatly decrease
the high mechanical load on the teat ends, caused by the high vacuum during the whole milking process of a cow. Another milking system, developed in the 1990s, controlled the pulsation during the whole milking process with a frequently altering pulsation rate and ratio that
depends on the measured milk flow data. During the development and testing of that pulsator,
ORDOLFF (1991) found very low strippings compared to earlier measurements in uncontrolled
milking systems. However, it could not be ensured that the liner collapses were filled out
completely in that milking system, which had a pulsation ratio of 85% suction phase at the
highest possible milk flow rates (SCHLAIß, 1994). Additionally, with that milking system, the
variables controlled are only the easily adjustable pulsation ratio and rate. An exact control of
the teat-end milking vacuum is also not reached with the mentioned system. Therefore, exact
control of the teat-end milking vacuum was explored in the present study.
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Hence, all of the described developed control systems and all of the additionally investigated
methods and apparatuses for controlling milking systems have clearly different objectives
compared to the objectives determined for the present study. Additionally, many of the patented control systems for the milking technology are only useful to research institutions and
not under farm conditions because the manufacturing of the mentioned systems is much too
expensive for use under farm conditions.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE DISSERTATION

The primary objective of the present dissertation was to develop the intellectual and scientific
basis for a control system for the teat-end vacuum in individual quarter milking systems
(IQS). In the end, the system should produce a vacuum application per udder quarter, which is
very close to the already mentioned optimal teat-end vacuum curve.
Specific objectives of the dissertation were stated as follows:
 Analysis and evaluation of the teat-end vacuum conditions via the Wet-test-method in
different automatic milking systems (AMS) as a widely used type of IQS.
 Comparison of the teat-end vacuum conditions in an IQS for milking parlours with the
conditions in a conventional milking cluster for milking parlours.
 Development of a vacuum sensing system for a continuous evaluation of the teat-end
vacuum condition in the Multilactor milking system, applicable to all types of IQS
and the development of a practicable, precise and sophisticated actuator system for direct, computer-based, online reaction to the sensing technology.
 Development of the control algorithms for the developed vacuum control system and
the statement of recommendations for the technical realisation of the mentioned control system.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

4.1

Wet-test-method and locations for measurements
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Vacuum measurements using the Wet-test-method described in ISO 6690 (2007) were conducted in each of the five given publications that are part of this cumulative dissertation. The
locations of the measurements in the automatic milking systems (AMS) for Publication A
were conducted by companies or farms in Denmark and Germany. Another place where the
measurements were taken was at a farm in Remptendorf, Germany, where a quarter individual
Multilactor® and conventional milking system were installed and tested in Publication B. All
of the other measurements for the Publications C, D and E were conducted in the laboratory
milking parlour at the Leibniz Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam-Bornim (ATB)
in Potsdam.
The details of the connections of the vacuum with the sensors and the different measuring
devices are given separately in each publication of the present dissertation. Moreover, the
technical details and the measuring deviations of the measuring devices used are also described in each of the attached Publications A - E. The frequently set technical adjustment of
the milking and measuring systems used is also described in the following subchapters of the
present dissertation. Publications A – E, as given in the table of contents, are the appendix of
that work, and all of them are included with abstract and full biographic data along with the
text of that dissertation.
4.1.1

Laboratory milking parlour

The laboratory milking parlour at the ATB in Potsdam was used to conduct all the measurements that were necessary to develop the intellectual and scientific basis for the teat-end, individual quarter vacuum control system. The ATB milking parlour is equipped with milking
equipment from different manufacturers. For the development of the control system, only the
milking location that is equipped with a Multilactor milking system was used (Figure 1). The
year of construction was 2010. The state of the technical development of the used Multilactor was the version, which was already equipped with the software and pulsation system
and with the Pulsatronic terminal of the Impulsa AG, Elsterwerda, Germany. This software
version used was PMA SV 5.90 Oase © 2011 IMPULSA.
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Figure 1: A schematic drawing of the Multilactor milking location in the laboratory milking
parlour at the Leibniz Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam-Bornim
(ATB), with the equipment for the Wet-test-method (modified according to ROSE,
2006).
The machine vacuum in the parlour is adjustable between approximately 20 and 60 kPa. The
parlour produces a steady vacuum, and it is equipped with a vacuum pump produced by the
GEA Company (Bönen, Germany).
4.1.2

Simulation of the milking process

During the experiments, ISO artificial teats were used (ISO 6690, 2007). Water or milk at
room temperature was used to simulate the effects of the milk flow; the flow ranged between
0.8 and 8.0 l/min per udder. As a flow simulator, four flow meters (Parker Hannifin Corporation, Cleveland, USA) installed on a board were used. Each flow meter allowed the measurement or the adjustment of the flow rate, which ranged between 0.0 and 2.0 l/min per udder
quarter, with a measurement accuracy of ± 2%. The vacuum sensors were connected with Tpieces or with 16-gauge injection needles (BD Nokor Admix Kanüle 16G) to the vacuum
lines and tubes. The opening of each needle was set in the downstream direction. The Tpieces can be used instead of the injection needles to connect the pressure sensor to the tube
inside. Frequently used flow rates were 0.0; 1.0; 2.0; 3.0; 4.0; 5.0 and 6.0 l/min per udder.
Moreover, a commonly chosen number of repeated measured pulsation cycles was 40.
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Vacuum recording systems

4.2.1

Bovi Press
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The vacuum was measured in wet-tests (ISO 6690, 2007) using a Bovi Press measuring system (A & R Trading GmbH Echem, Germany) in Publications A and B, which accommodated
samples greater than 300 Hz, with an accuracy of ± 0.1 kPa, as was the case for the two
above-mentioned studies. A measurement accuracy of ± 0.6 kPa is required, as defined in ISO
6690 (2007). The vacuum was recorded for seven pulsation cycles for each measurement at
the ISO-teat-end (ISO 6690, 2007) in the pulsation chamber and in the machine vacuum line,
simultaneously. Only three sensors per udder quarter, at the above-mentioned locations, were
evaluated when the measurements were conducted by that device.
4.2.2

MilkoTest MT52

In the wet-tests (ISO 6690, 2007) in Publications C, D and E, the vacuum was measured using
a MilkoTest MT52 measuring system (System Happel® GmbH, Friesenried, Germany) sample with 500 Hz and with an accuracy of ± 0.1 kPa, while a measurement accuracy of
± 0.6 kPa is required, as mentioned above (ISO 6690, 2007). The MT52 has four vacuum sensors. Three or four of the four sensors were used to measure and save the vacuum data simultaneously. The vacuum at the teat-end in the artificial teat, in the pulse chamber and in the
main vacuum line, was measured with the MT52. Vacuum sensor 1 of MT52 was connected
to the machine vacuum line. Sensor 2 was connected to the pulse chamber through a T-piece.
The connection of sensor 2 was performed at a distance of 30.0 mm under the end of the teat
cups‟ pulse pipe. The blockage of T-pieces occurs rarely compared to blockages in measuring
needles. Therefore, the T-pieces are predestined for laboratory measurements (ROSE, 2006).
The connection of sensor 3 was realised by a direct, 30.0 mm long tube connected to the end
of the artificial teat. The inner diameter of the tube was 2 mm. This choice of the style used to
connect the sensors was described in Publications D and E. In Publication C, two of the four
sensors of the MT52 were connected in a different way to an in-house-developed test casing
for pressure sensors. The details are given in Figure 2. In another experiment described in
Publication C, the two sensors (3 and 4) of the MT 52 were both connected with 16-gauge
injection needles to one milk tube to compare the deviation of the measurement of the two
measuring points. According to ROSE (2006), both 16-gauge injection needles as well as Tpieces are most suitable for such measurements. Additionally, in the experiments in Publication C, the machine and pulsation vacuum was measured by sensors 1 and 2 of the MT52
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measuring device. Sensors 3 and 4 of the MT52 were used for sampling the deviation among
the two sensors or in comparison to the sensor in test casings.
4.2.3

Sensor systems and test casings

The vacuum sensor system, developed at the Leibniz-Institute for Agricultural Engineering
Potsdam-Bornim (ATB), was used only in Publication C and was constructed as prototype
one for a permanent teat-end vacuum measuring system for individual quarter milking systems (IQS). The sensor system consists of three parts: Each of the four sensors for each milk
tube was inserted to a casing and was connected to an analogue-digital converter. This converter was connected with an interface to a computer. For data recording, the software LabView was available on the computer (National Instruments Germany GmbH, München, Germany). Each of the permanently integrated sensors in the casing is a high quality, calibrated
piezoresistive pressure sensor (KELLER DRUCKMESSTECHNIK GMBH, 2008). According to the
manufacturer‟s instructions (KELLER DRUCKMESSTECHNIK GMBH, 2008), the measurement
accuracy of the mentioned sensors is 0.5%. The maximum measurement frequency is 2.0 kHz.
In test series A of Publication C, the measuring deviation between the vacuum control device
(MT52) and the permanently inserted pressure sensor of the developed sensor system was
measured (Figure 2). To evaluate the test casing with the introduced pressure sensor (test series A) compared to a conventional and often-used measurement method for collecting the
milk tube vacuum data (test series B), an experimental design was built as follows: At test
series A, the measuring deviation between the vacuum control device (M) and the permanently inserted pressure sensor (S) has been measured (Figure 2). At test series B, the measuring
deviation between two sensors (M1, M2) of one external measuring device has been evaluated
to compare both types of test set-ups. The two sensors (M1, M2) have been connected to the
milk tube with measuring needles (Publication C). The pair of sensors was set into the long
milk tube of a Multilactor® milking system at three different positions. In detail, each of the
two sensor pairs (test series A and B) was inserted with a distance to the teat end of 100 mm,
140 mm and 2,750 mm.
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Figure 2: A schematic drawing of the test set-up: Sensor system with test casings (Test series
A) constructed at the ATB (both figures) and sensor system with two measurement
needles (Test series B) (above figure; Publication C).

4.3

Milking systems

To provide an overview of all milking systems used and tested during the present dissertation,
the most important technical details are given in Table 1. The most important differences
among the systems are described in the following subchapters.
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Technical details of all the tested milking systems, used in that dissertation.

Type of milking system

AMS A

AMS B

AMS C

CONfarm

BIOfarm

MULTIfarm

MULTIlab

Year of production

2008

2008

2006

2009

~2006

2009

2010

Location

Wiebelsdorf
Germany

Berlin
Germany

Kolding
Denmark

Remptendorf Germany

Achselschwang
Germany

Remptendorf Germany

Potsdam
Germany

Worked with, in Publication

A

A

A

B

B

B

C, D, E

Machine vacuum (kPa)

47

44

44

40

35

38

35

Pulsation ratio

63/35

65/35

60/40

60/40

60/40

60/40;
65/35

60/40;
65/35

Type of pulsation

Alternative

Alternativ,
individual
quarter
regulation

Alternativ

Alternativ

Alternativ

Sequential

Sequential

Construction of milking unit

Individual
quarter

Module

Individual
quarter

Cluster

Cluster

Individual
quarter

Individual
quarter

Claw volume, if with cluster
(ml)

--

--

--

300

300

--

--

Milk tube length from teat
cup to the “claw” (mm)

2000

4600

2500

~170

~170

~3095

~3095

Inner diameter of the milk
tube at the teat cup (mm)

12

12

11

12

12

10

10

4.3.1

Automatic milking systems

There are different length ratios and inner diameters of milk tubes in the three automatic milking system (AMS) types, which were evaluated in Publication A to obtain information about
problems with vacuum behaviour in individual quarter milking systems. Each of the three
tested AMS types is produced by a different manufacturer; thus, each of them is a different
brand. The most important technical data for each AMS are given in Table 1. The pulsation
rate for all three AMS was 60 cycles/min. AMS B was equipped with an individual quarter
control system for the pulsation settings. The other two AMS types were equipped with alternative pulsation. Further, AMS B was equipped with a milking unit, which is constructed as a
module. The other two AMS were constructed with individual quarter tube guidance. The
length of the milk tubes is also given in Table 1. The inner diameter of the mentioned milk
tubes was 12 mm for AMS A and B and 11 mm for C. The teat cups of the three AMS types
were all constructed with a permanent air-inlet at the end of each teat cup that allows air ingress into the milk tube. Furthermore, all three AMS were equipped with a frequencycontrolled vacuum pump.
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Conventional milking systems and Multilactor on a farm

Two types of conventional milking system and a Multilactor system (MULTIfarm) were compared to each other in terms of the teat-end vacuum behaviour in these systems in Publication B. All three milking systems were located in German dairy farms that cooperate with the
Leibniz-Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam-Bornim (ATB) (Publication B). Further, all three milking systems were introduced in three similar tandem milking parlours on
two different farms. CONfarm and MULTIfarm were installed on the same farm in Remptendorf,
Germany. The Biomilker® milking system was located in Achselschwang, Germany, on another cooperating farm. All three systems have a milkline in low line installation, and each is
equipped with milk meters. The CONfarm milking system was equipped with a “Westfalia
Classic 300” milking cluster, which was manufactured by GEA (Bönen, Germany). The cluster was used as a reference cluster in Publication B. A second Biomilker® milking cluster
(BIOfarm), also manufactured by GEA (Bönen, Germany), was used to compare the vacuum
conditions. The Biomilker® system allows periodic air-ingress under the teat. Alternative pulsation at a rate of 60 cycles per minute and a ratio given in Table 1 was applied at all milking
parlours and clusters at all experiments. The machine vacuum and more technical data from
CONfarm, BIOfarm and MULTIfarm are also given in Table 1.
4.3.3

Multilactor milking system in the laboratory and on a farm

The Multilactor® milking system (MULTI) is a newly developed milking system that allows
individual quarter milking in the milking parlour. Some advantages of individual quarter
milking for milking technology were already given in the State of the art and technology
chapter. The most important technical innovations in MULTI are the following: Cleaning for
teat cups that occurs between the milking of two following cows, individual quarter tube
guidance and disinfection inside and outside of each teat cup using an automatic washing unit,
sequential pulsation and four vacuum cut-off valves, which react promptly to unwanted teat
cup fall-offs (ROSE-MEIERHÖFER

ET AL.,

2010a). Siliconform GmbH & Co. KG (Türkheim,

Germany) has developed and manufactured MULTI.
Further, MULTI is equipped with the Biomilker® technology (Siliconform GmbH & Co. KG,
Türkheim, Germany). That technology has not been used in an individual quarter milking
system (IQS) before MULTI‟s invention (Publication B). The Biomilker® technology was
developed for conventional milking clusters and was adapted to the individual quarter milking
system Multilactor®. Each of the four Biomilker® valves provides a periodic air-ingress in the
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release phase (d-phase) of the pulsation cycle (HOEFELMAYR and MAIER, 1980). The system
was equipped with sequential pulsation. In contrast to alternative or monotonous pulsation,
the sequential pulsation works with four pulsators. The pulsation cycle of teat cup two starts
with a time delay of 25% (relative to the pulsation duration) after teat cup one. Teat cup three
starts with a 25% delay after teat cup two and so on. Further, MULTI is equipped with a
pneumatic arm, named Actuator®.

Figure 3: Diagram of the Multilactor milking system with tube length data and inner tube
diameters of its duct system (STRÖBEL ET AL., 2011a).
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This arm moves the four milk tubes regularly, whereby the muscular system of the udder is
meant to be stimulated and relaxed. The length of the milk tubes from the teat cup to the claw
was 3,095 mm, and the inner diameter of the tubes was 10 mm. The additional data from the
tube guidance system in the MULTI can be found in Figure 3 below. The technical data of the
basic MULTI type and the specifications of that system from different studies are given in
Table 1.
The Multilactor® milking system was used in different variations in the investigations of this
dissertation. An older type of MULTI (with terminal and software from Kraft & Butzke
GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) called MULTIfarm was used in farm experiments performed in a
dairy farm in Remptendorf, Germany (Table 1). The results gathered with that milking system
were reported in Publication B. All the other experiments, described in Publications C, D
and E, were conducted in the Multilactor® milking system, which is located in the laboratory
milking parlour of the Leibniz Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam Bornim (ATB)
and that system is called MULTIlab. The pipe and tube length and the inner diameters of the
MULTI duct system have been (with minimal variation) the same in each type of MULTI
used. Further, a vacuum control valve was used only in Publications D and E, where the effect
of that valve on the vacuum conditions at the teat end was tested. A figure with that valve‟s
technical details is given in Publications D and E (Figure 2 in D). In Figure 3, the artificial
teat, which was used in all tests with MULTI and the vacuum control valve are included in the
drawing. The point at which the mentioned devices are introduced to the MULTI is shown in
Figure 3. The pulsation rate for all experiments with MULTI was 60 cycles per minute.
Moreover, the varying technical data for the different experiments are given in Table 1.
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Statistical analysis

The determination of the pulsation phases in all attached Publications A – E, was conducted
using a customised SAS macro according to the formulae presented in ISO 5707 and 6690
(2007). For all publications, statistical evaluations were conducted with the statistics software
SAS 9.2 TS Level 2 MO (SAS Institute, Cary, USA). In Publications A, B and C, the evaluation of the vacuum data was made using parametric tests based on a linear model. The collected data of the tested milking and measuring systems were compared with each other. A linear
model was formulated with the MIXED procedure. For calculation of the mean values, the
MEANS procedure was used. In some cases, graphs were produced with the statistics software JMP, Version 8.0 or with Microsoft Excel. In Publications D and E, additionally, regression functions have been adapted to the measured vacuum data, using the statistics software
JMP 8.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, USA).
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The hypothesis (HAB) of the first part of this dissertation was that constructive differences
among the tested milking systems have a significant effect on the teat-end vacuum behaviour
in the tested milking systems.
5.1.1

Results during the vacuum behaviour measurements

In Publications A and B, experiments for evaluating the vacuum behaviour in six commercially available milking systems have been conducted. Three of the systems were automatic milking systems (AMS). The other three systems were two conventional milking clusters with
permanent (CONfarm) and periodic (BIOfarm) air-inlets and the already-described milking system Multilactor® (MULTIfarm) for individual quarter milking in milking parlours. The highlights of the results for each of the six milking systems are given in Table 2.
Table 2:

Vacuum reductions at the teat-end in the six tested milking systems at different
flow rates in the b-and d-phases of the pulsation cycle (taken from Publications
A and B).

Milking
system

Mean vacuum reduction in kPa at a flow rate in l/min
per udder at b- and d-phase of the pulsation cycle
1.0 (b)
2.0 (b)
4.0 (b)
1.0 (d)
2.0 (d)
4.0 (d)

AMS A

2.5

3.1

4.5

3.7

5.3

8.6

AMS B

2.3

2.6

3.3

4.0

5.0

7.1

AMS C

--

3.8

5.7

--

2.4

6.4

MULTIfarm

1.6

3.0

5.9

9.1

13.3

21.8

CONfarm

2.0

2.8

4.3

2.2

3.1

5.0

BIOfarm

1.4

1.9

2.9

5.4

8.7

15.2

An evaluation of the six milking systems shows that the Biomilker ® cluster (BIOfarm) has the
lowest vacuum reductions, with 1.9 kPa and 2.9 kPa at flow rates of 2.0 and 4.0 l/min per udder in the b-phase (Table 2). Among the AMS, the lowest vacuum reductions with 2.6 kPa
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and 3.3 kPa at flow rates of 2.0 and 4.0 l/min per udder in the b-phase (Table 2) were found
for AMS B. In AMS C and in MULTIfarm, moderately higher values for vacuum reductions
were found compared to the other four milking systems of 5.7 kPa and of 5.9 kPa, at a flow
rate of 4.0 l/min per udder in the b-phase. Further, by considering only the flow rate of
2.0 l/min per udder or less in the b-phase, the lowest mean vacuum reductions were found in
BIOfarm and MULTIfarm, which were lower than 1.6 kPa (Table 2). In the d-phase, both milking systems with periodic air-inlets, namely, BIOfarm and MULTIfarm, showed a much higher
vacuum reduction than the CONfarm and the AMS. For example, at a flow rate of 4.0 l/min in
the d-phase, the reductions of the CONfarm and the AMS were between 5.0 and 8.6 kPa; in
comparison, the BIOfarm and MULTfarm reductions were between 15.2 and 21.8 kPa (Table 2).
Additionally, in Publication A, for the wet-tests (ISO 6690, 2007), the results on the effect of
the three different AMS for the flow rate and for the interactions of the two effects on vacuum
reductions and fluctuations were investigated. The F-test showed that both the flow rate and
the interaction between the flow rate and milking system have significant effects on vacuum
reductions and fluctuations (Pr < 0.0001). This is true for the vacuum conditions in the b- and
in the d-phases of the pulsation cycle. A significant effect of the milking system without flow
rate interactions was found only for the vacuum reduction in the d-phase. The significant effect of the flow rate shows that increasing flow rate causes increasing vacuum reductions and
fluctuations in the AMS (Publication A). In Publication B, significant differences between the
milking systems MULTIfarm, CONfarm and BIOfarm for the vacuum reductions in the b- and dphases (P ≤ 0.05 for all values) were found. Moreover, a significant effect of the flow rate on
the vacuum reductions in both phases was found by that study. Therefore, the effect of the
flow rate was found in all six tested milking systems: in AMS A, B, C and in the BIOfarm,
CONfarm and the MULTIfarm milking systems.
5.1.2

Discussion of the vacuum behaviour measurements

The data reported in Publications A and B and given in Table 2 will be compared and discussed with the findings of other authors. For example, O‟CALLAGHAN

AND

BERRY (2008)

investigated a self-developed individual quarter milking system (IQS) in a parlour with a high
milk line, although in that study the machine vacuum was 50 kPa for the self-developed IQS.
In comparison, it was 47 kPa for the AMS A, 44 kPa for the AMS B and C, 40 kPa for CONfarm,

38 kPa for MULTIfarm and 35 kPa for BIOfarm in the present studies. Thus, the mean vac-

uum reductions of IQS in that study can be compared with the mean reductions of the AMS,
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CONfarm, BIOfarm and MULTIfarm in the two studies undertaken at a flow rate of 4 l/min. The
milking systems in the present two studies have, compared to the single teat cup unit of
O‟CALLAGHAN

AND

BERRY (2008), substantially smaller vacuum reductions in the b-phase

and also, for some flow rates, smaller reductions in the d-phase. In the b-phase, the IQS
showed reductions of 17.0 kPa at a flow rate of 4.0 l/min. In comparison, the mean vacuum
reduction of the three AMS was 4.5 kPa. The mean reduction in the b-phase of BIOfarm and
MULTIfarm was, in comparison, 4.4 kPa and 4.3 kPa for CONfarm. Thus, the values from the
study by O‟CALLAGHAN

AND

BERRY (2008) were more than three times higher than all the

values measured in the present study. Further, IQS showed, at a flow rate of 4.0 l/min in the
d-phase, a vacuum reduction of 25.0 kPa was found, compared to a mean vacuum reduction
of 7.2 kPa with the three tested AMS. In BIOfarm and MULTIfarm, the d-phase data with a
mean of 18.5 kPa were similar to the IQS. In comparison, the CONfarm in that study showed,
with 5.0 kPa, slightly lower values than the AMS. Additionally, ROSE-MEIERHÖFER

ET AL.

(2010b) found in milking-time tests a vacuum reduction of 10.0 and 10.1 kPa in the b-phase
for CON and MULTI milking systems at a flow rate of 4.0 l/min, which applied to a conventional system with a claw volume of 300 cm3 at a machine vacuum of 42 kPa. The machine
vacuum of the MULTI was 39.5 kPa in that study. In comparison, in the present studies, the
reductions in the b-phase were 4.4 kPa for the mean of the BIOfarm and MULTIfarm, 4.3 kPa
for the CONfarm milking system and 4.5 kPa as the mean of the three AMS. Thus, the vacuum
reductions in the b-phase measured in the CON and MULTI milking systems in the milking
time tests of the former study show higher vacuum reductions of 5 – 6 kPa compared to the
AMS, CONfarm, BIOfarm and MULTIfarm systems in the present studies, as investigated by the
Wet-test-method (ISO 6690, 2007). Here, it may be possible that the method of measurement
and the machine vacuum of the milking systems could play a decisive role in understanding
the differences among the very similar milking systems.
The data collected during both studies from Publications A and B verify the hypothesis (H AB).
In Publication A, the effect of the milking system on vacuum behaviour was significant only
in some cases, but the interaction between the milk flow and the milking system was significant in all cases for vacuum fluctuations and reductions in the b- and d-phases, and a steady
change in the flow rate over each cow‟s complete milking process is imperative. Therefore,
the effect of a changing flow rate is always interacting with the effect of the milking system
used on farms. Thus, the parameter „milking system‟ represents the different tube system constructions of the six tested milking systems. The systems BIOfarm, CONfarm and MULTIfarm in
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Publication B showed a direct effect of the milking systems on the vacuum reductions, and
the combined effect of the interaction between the flow rate and the system was not included
in the statistical model in that study. Definitively, all the results from Publication B support
for verification of HAB. However, it is not only these results that verify HAB but also those of
BJERRING and RASMUSSEN (2002), who observed that the vacuum fluctuations at the teat-end
are larger in AMS than in conventional milking systems. These authors noted that the blocking of the air intake still increases the vacuum fluctuations and that higher air intake leads to a
higher content of free fatty acids in the milk but to lower vacuum fluctuations. These authors
found that differently constructed milking systems had different effects on the vacuum fluctuations. Furthermore, the same authors found larger fluctuations in the AMS than in conventional systems. This observation is supported by the data in Table 2. For all flow rates and
tested pulsation phases, with one exception, the vacuum reduction in the CONfarm was lower
than in each of the three tested AMS. Thus, the construction has an effect on the vacuum behaviour. Moreover, large vacuum reductions are always connected to high vacuum fluctuations in milking systems. However, in addition to the confirmation of HAB, another detail was
revealed during the measurements. From the results, the claim could be made that high vacuum reduction should be attainable in the release phase, independent of the milk flow rates of
the milking system.
Additional support for the verification of the hypothesis was noted by O‟CALLAGHAN (2004)
when he evaluated the effects of a milking unit on vacuum variation during simulated milking. He found that increasing the inner diameter of the long milk tube resulted in a significant
increase in teat-end vacuum in the suction phase. His results are based on an experiment with
several milking clusters. Further, ROSE ET AL. (2006a) found that, also in individual quarter
milking systems (IQS), the inner diameter of the milk tubes has an influence on the teat-end
vacuum. Additionally, RASMUSSEN ET AL. (2006) revealed that the AMS model and the water
flow were the most important factors influencing vacuum fluctuations, which further confirms
the present results. One counter-argument could be that of STRÖBEL

ET AL.

(2011b), who

found, in a comparison of three different milk tube positioning settings tested with an IQS,
that the change in tube position does not disturb a gentle milking process and desirable vacuum conditions at the teat end. However, in this comparison, the milk-tube lengths of all three
settings were equal. Thus, the difference was one of tube position and was not related to the
construction of the milking system used. Comparing the milking systems from both publications, as in Table 2, it can be stated that the vacuum reductions in the d-phase are the highest
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in the BIOfarm and MULTIfarm for the flow rates shown. This is a result of the similar air-inlet
technology of both systems and supports HAB as well.
5.1.3

Conclusions from the vacuum behaviour measurements

The trueness of HAB leads to the conclusion that there is potential to change the vacuum conditions in a desirable way if an electronic actuator is introduced into the milking systems. The
actuator must be able to change the milk tube diameter. The effect is similar to a change in the
construction of the milking system but can be adapted electronically as a high speed application. A further argument for the development of a vacuum control system is that there is often
a negative effect on the teat-end vacuum conditions in individual quarter milking systems
(IQS) with long and single guided milk tubes. Another argument for developing a control system is that the production of stable vacuum conditions, for example, by a control system, especially at the teat-connected part of the milking cluster, could prevent the damaging impact
of vacuum fluctuations on udder health, according to VOGELAUER (1989). Further, in the
same study, it was determined that stable vacuum conditions could prevent epithelial damages
at the teat cistern and teat base, as well as an increased backflow of milk in the milking clusters. Consistent with these findings, TANCIN ET AL. (2007) showed a relationship between
milk flow and pre-stimulation. They found that milking without pre-stimulation negatively
influences the milk flow, not only at the beginning but also at the end of milking. The alveolar
milk ejection induced by the release of oxytocin in response to machine milking during the
entire milking procedure is an essential factor for rapid and complete milk removal in dairy
cows. Additionally, milk removal can be disturbed under different conditions, at the central or
peripheral level (TANCIN and BRUCKMAIER, 2001). For example, stress caused by pain from
too high a vacuum at the teat-end, which could be avoided by a control system, can disturb the
milk removal and thus hinder a successful milking process. The greatest foreseeable disadvantage of the control system will be the production costs and, in research, the risk of finding
no solution to the control algorithm. However, the successful development of the milk-flowbased vacuum control system could yield great advantages for IQS and especially for AMS.
Thus, to summarise the findings from the two studies, it can be stated that HAB is true and that
the optimal vacuum adjustment at the teat-end in milking machines is essential for a successful milking process with low vacuum reductions and fluctuations in the b-phase and with a
short decline phase of the milk flow curve at the end of the milking processes. Consequently,
the control of the vacuum reductions in the b-phase remains necessary, and fluctuations in the
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d-phase are mainly a result of high vacuum reductions in this phase. The control of the whole
teat-end vacuum conditions should be conducted with a flow-based vacuum control system.
Further, it could be shown from Publication A that the control system will be of great importance for automatic and individual quarter milking systems.
5.2

Development of sensor technology

The hypothesis (HC) of the second part of this dissertation was that a vacuum measurement
with test casings, close to the teat-ends, allows a vacuum measurement that is precise enough
to measure the teat-end vacuum for control of the teat-end vacuum behaviour of the milking
system.
5.2.1

Results from the development of the sensor technology

In Publication C, a technical solution for the permanent installation of pressure sensors close
to the teats was created for use in the Multilactor milking system or in other individual quarter milking systems. To evaluate the developed test casing with the introduced pressure sensor
(test series A) compared to a conventional and often-used measuring method for collecting the
milk tube vacuum data (test series B), an experimental design was built as described in chapter 4.2.3.
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Figure 4: Measuring deviation on the test set-up of test series A and B at different flow rates
and at different distances to the teat cup (Publication C).
The present study shows that, generally, measurement within a casing-inserted pressure sensor (test series A) is possible, and such installation of pressure sensors into the milk tube can
occur with the constructed casing in a cost-efficient way (Publication B).
Thus, it has been found that the mean of the measuring deviation, at test series A at each flow
rate, was less than 1.25 kPa and, at test series B, was less than 1.30 kPa (Publication C),
which is approximately 3.7% of the machine vacuum when the vacuum is 35 kPa, as it was
during the tests (Figure 4). By comparing the mean of all flow rates and all distances in test
series B, a lower measuring deviation has been found compared to test series A. The standard
deviations at all flow rates were higher in test series A than in B (Publication C). Furthermore,
it was shown in test series B at a distance of 2,750 mm that there are higher measuring deviations with higher flow rates. In test series A, the lowest deviation has been found at a distance
of 140 mm on average, for all flow rates. In test series B, the difference between the deviations of all the tested distances is not high, with the exception of the distance of 2,750 mm.
There has been a great difference in the deviation and in the standard deviations in test series
B. Over all tests, the values of the repetitions that were conducted are consistent from both
test series (Publication C). By comparing the test series, the measurement with the conventional and often-used measurement method (test series B) showed in almost all cases a lower
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measuring deviation, compared to test series A with the developed sensor casing. However, in
sum, the measuring deviations with a maximum of 1.3 kPa were low for both test series.
The proof of the principal functionality was examined statistically in Publication C. In Table 3, the calculation results for the measuring deviations are tabulated. The type 3 test for
fixed effects showed that the influence of test series and the influence of distance have a significant effect on the measuring deviation. The flow rate has no significant effect.
Table 3: Type 3 test for the fixed effects of the measuring deviations in two test series (A
and B) for vacuum measurements, determined by a linear model (taken from Publication C).
Effect

Den DF

F-Value

Pr > F

Significance

Test series

41

12.48

0.0010

s.*

Flow rate

41

0.45

0.7214

n. s.

Distance

41

10.0

0.0003

s.*

* Significant at the 0.025 alpha level;

n

n Not significant at the 0.025 alpha level;

Both test series were not perfect and are different from the ideal case, which would show a
0.0 kPa deviation. Test series A leads to an estimated effect of 0.74 kPa on the deviation, and
test series B leads to an effect of 0.42 kPa compared to the ideal case. Thus, the mean values
of both test series show an estimated standard error of 0.0064 kPa. By comparing test series A
and B in general, it can be stated that in test series B, there are significantly lower deviations.
Thus, the conclusion from these results was that the casing with the sensor should be optimised (Publication C). The optimisation was conducted by the Impulsa AG (Elsterwerda,
Germany) together with studies from the Leibniz Institute for Agricultural Engineering Potsdam Bornim (ATB).
Because of the good results that were achieved in measuring the deviation in the total values
(maximum 1.30 kPa) compared to the reference method and because of the requirement for a
frequent production of the test casings, these casings were modified to be used in the final
prototype of the vacuum control system. The sensors were installed permanently at the Multilactor milking system in improved and modified sensor casings made of synthetic material
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(Figure 5). The new and easier-to-calibrate sensors allow a measurement at the Multilactor
milking system casings. That second prototype of the test casing was constructed as a permanent vacuum-measuring system for milk tubes with an inner diameter of 10.0 mm, which as
especially useful in all types of individual quarter milking systems. The technology of that
measuring system is similar to the above-mentioned prototype one of the sensor casing in
Figure 2 (test series A). The four sensors of the measuring system were also manufactured by
Keller Druckmesstechnik GmbH (Jestetten, Germany) (KELLER DRUCKMESSTECHNIK GMBH,
2008) and have the same capability characteristics as the sensors in the above-mentioned prototype one measuring system with test casings. The most important difference between the
two prototypes is that the casing prototype two is much less expensive to produce, and damaged sensor can be replaced more easily. Further, the casing is more resistant to hard shocks
caused by the cow. Moreover, the calibration and the corresponding software interface is
much more user friendly compared to the prototype one sensor casing system. The sensor
system is now fully integrated into the Impulsa AG herd management system. In future more
measurement data from that sensor system will be collected. Assuming that these data will
show a positive result, the sensor system can also be introduced to a milking system at a distance of 2,750 mm to the teat end. Therefore, a calculated relationship will allow a rough estimation of the teat-end vacuum values by measuring the vacuum at the quarter-individual
milk tube in a distance of approximately 2,750 mm to the teat end.

Figure 5:

Prototype two of vacuum sensors in test casings, as a drawn and inserted into
the Multilactor milking system (Sources: IMPULSA AG, 2010).
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Discussion of the development of sensor technology

The presented results of the total and per cent measuring deviation, found in the prototype one
vacuum measurement system with test casings (test series A) will be considered in relationship to the vacuum differences and measuring deviations that have been collected in previous
studies. For example, ROSE

ET AL.

(2006a) determined that in some conventional milking

clusters, the vacuum reduction can increase to 14 kPa at a machine vacuum of 42 kPa. If there
is a measuring deviation of approximately 1.0 kPa between the tested sensor and the reference, the result is sufficient for the development of a permanent, online, teat-end vacuum control system. Even with this measuring deviation, a large share of the vacuum reduction can be
prevented with the vacuum control system, and therefore the mean vacuum level with a vacuum control system can be adjusted to a much lower level, especially at low flow rates, compared to the mean vacuum values that have been identified by ROSE ET AL. (2006a). Both arguments support the verification of hypothesis HC, that a vacuum measurement with test casings that are close to the teat-ends allows a vacuum measurement that is precise enough to
yield the input signals for a vacuum control system. On the other hand, the higher measuring
deviation of the test casing in test series A compared to the reference method in test series B
suggests that the recorded vacuum measurement is not precise enough and should be improved. Thus, HC would not be supported. However, it must also be stated that the teat-end
vacuum data that are measured should not serve to calculate the exact milk flow, as performed
by ICAR- (International Committee for Animal Recording) certified milk meters. To the contrary, the data should serve only to estimate the milk flow in an approximate way. Furthermore, the absolute value of the measured mean vacuum level in kPa, measured with the help
of the casings, also gives important information that is precise enough to determine if the vacuum is too high for the udder of a cow. Further, the measured mean vacuum level gives information on whether the teat-end vacuum level is acceptable in the relevant phase of the milk
flow curve during the milking process. For that purpose, a maximum deviation of 1.3 kPa is
acceptable. Therefore, the measurement with the casing of test series A is sufficiently precise.
Even the ICAR field test for the approval of milk meters allows a measurement deviation of
equal to or less than 3% (relative to the total milk yield of a cow) between a cow‟s milk yield
measured by a milk meter and that measured by a reference method using a milk can on an
approved balance. That 3% rule is stated in the ICAR guidelines (ICAR, 2011). The results
for the test-series A sensor in the casing, in comparison, showed that for all measurements
with a distance of 140 mm, a maximum measuring deviation of only approximately 2% (rela-
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tive to the machine vacuum of 35 kPa, adjusted in the test set-up). These facts further support
the verification of hypothesis HC that the developed measuring system is sufficiently precise
because the reported measuring deviation is lower than the deviation required by ICAR.
Moreover, currently available milking systems offer no possibility for continuous measuring
and control of the vacuum from the teat cup. Thus, the developed vacuum control system for
the teat-end vacuum has theoretically the potential to minimise the cost of the milking process
(Publication C). Therefore, to introduce a permanent vacuum measurement system to milking
machines, the measuring accuracy found in test series A is high enough for the first attempt to
develop such a technology. Another argument for the relevance of the developed sensor casing is that the vacuum data measured by the reference system always have a small measuring
mistake, even if it is measured at the same measuring point. The employed MilkoTest MT52
measuring device (System Happel GmbH, Friesenried, Germany) has an accuracy of
± 0.1 kPa, given in its manual, while a measuring accuracy of ± 0.6 kPa is required by ISO
6690 (2007). However, the manual also reveals that the measuring accuracy easily can change
to ± 1.0 kPa, for example, if the sensors of the device are confronted with extreme hot or cold
(not certified) temperatures. A final argument for a more positive evaluation of the deviations
in test series A, compared to B, is that during the tests, the measurements were begun simultaneously in series B and with a time delay in series A. The time delay could be corrected in a
self-developed Microsoft Excel data sheet, but the time delay could not be completely avoided during the preparation of the results. The Microsoft Excel data sheet is based on a mathematic algorithm, which shifts the compared two vacuum curves against each other, by minimising the deviations between the two vacuum curves. The differences in the starting procedure resulted because both compared sensors in test series B were connected to the device
MT52. Thus, the measurements began automatically and simultaneously. In contrast, in series
A, the starting procedure must be fulfilled manually at two measuring devices, at the tested
device and at the reference device, which was the above-mentioned MilkoTest MT52.
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Other arguments for the as-soon-as-possible use of the sensors in casings are the following:
For the vacuum reductions, the purpose of the complete control system is to reach values such
as those RASMUSSEN AND MADSEN (2000) reported for milking at low vacuum. Additionally,
the control system should be realised in a way that the teat-end vacuum is much lower at low
milk flow rates and in the release phase compared to the suction phase because machine–on
time will only slightly increase during milking at low vacuum, if the low vacuum is only produced for the noted time-intervals in the release phase. There are also arguments for the acceptance of the developed measuring system with test casings (test series A) because it is the
basis for enabling the vacuum control system. The highest measuring deviation at test series
A at different flow rates is 1.30 kPa. Research on a vacuum control system should be pursued
with the casing developed for that study because there are different ways to improve the
measuring results, for example, with a mathematical error reduction model (Publication C).
Consistent with that, KAUFMANN and UHR (2002) stated that knowledge regarding the measurement of animal reactions with sensor-based methods is, in some disciplines of animal production, still not sufficiently used. For example, in some cattle producing farms, it is still usual that some of the data are collected by human observation. Thus, the development of more
online-sensors such as those used in test series A, will improve the efficiency and precision of
the milk production. Additionally, there are some arguments for the use of the prototype two
test casings rather than those of prototype one: Thus, in prototype two, the sensors are protected from undesired teat cup fall-offs and do not disturb the farmer during the changing of
the teat cup liners. A final general argument for the use of the measuring system, even when it
has not reached the best possible accuracy, is that the sensor in the casing can be introduced
into the milk tube completely and that it is robust and will not be damaged from the rough
environment around the teat cup.
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Conclusions from the development of sensor technology

Most of the discussed results support the validity of HC, leading to the conclusion that the
developed measuring system with sensors in casings is ready for use for observing the teatend vacuum under farm conditions. These systems also can be used as an important part of a
planned vacuum control system. In the series of measurements to detect the accuracy of the
used sensors in casings, it was shown that an installation with a sensor casing was possible
because the mean values of measuring deviations had a maximum of 3.5 % relative to the
machine vacuum. Therefore, the basis for developing a vacuum control system with four sensor casings as signal transmitters was developed in Publication C. Moreover, TANCIN ET AL.
(2006) found that vacuum modifications and cow preparation for milking could play an important role for the milkability of cows. In detail, the vacuum settings along with the cow
preparations greatly influence the milkability of the cows in the decline phase of the measured
milk flow curves at the quarter level. The duration of the decline phase seems to be an important variable in the physiological response of dairy cows to milking machines. Thus, a teatend vacuum system could also influence the duration of the decline phase of the milk flow
curve in a positive way by adjusting, higher or lower, the teat-end vacuum, depending on the
udder morphology of the cow‟s udder. In conclusion, the sensor technology should be introduced much more frequently in animal and dairy productions to achieve greater efficiency,
and most of the above-shown arguments support the validity of hypothesis HC and the fact
that the completely developed test casings with sensors produce accurate and relatively precise vacuum values.
To summarise the findings from Publication C and of the qualitative evaluation of the sensor
casing of prototype two, it can be stated that only small but significant differences in the
measuring deviation between both mentioned test series exist. However, in all, the total measuring deviations have been found to be such low values that the usability of the measuring
system is evidenced with the help of Publication C. From two other studies (ROSE

ET AL.,

2006a; ICAR, 2011), it is supported that HC is correct and that the optimal vacuum adjustment
at the teat-end in milking machines it is essential for a successful milking process with low
vacuum reduction and fluctuations in the b-phase. The control of all of the teat-end vacuum
conditions should be performed with the help of the developed vacuum measuring system.
Further, Publications A and B showed that the control system will be of high importance for
automatic and individual quarter milking systems.
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Development of actuators and control technology

The hypothesis (HDE) of the third part of this dissertation was that a change in the cross sectional areas in the four single-guided milk tubes influences the vacuum conditions at the teatend of each quarter and results in more possibilities for the control of the teat-end vacuum.
The valves for changing the cross sectional areas in the milk tubes were introduced at the casing of the Multilactor® milking system during that experiment.
5.3.1

Results from the development of the control technology

In Publications D and E, the technology developed for controlling the teat-end vacuum was
evaluated. Two different prototypes of vacuum control valves (VCV) in the laboratory
seemed to point to success for reducing the vacuum in the milk tube. Both were examined
more closely. In Publications D and E, the Wet-test-method (ISO 6690, 2007) in combination
with two different prototypes of the vacuum control valve was used (Table 4), all of which
were installed after or instead of the shut-off valve in the Multilactor milking system. The
exact placement is shown in Figure 3 (chapter 4.3.3). Therefore, finding the exact cross sectional areas in the different described vacuum-control-valve prototypes (VCV) was critical to
establishing the desired vacuum reduction result at the teat end. A technical drawing of the
employed VCV is given in Publications D and E. The throttling effect of the VCV for the
evaluated vacuum behaviour in the Multilactor with and without vacuum control unit and the
measured results are presented in Figure 6. The condition “without vacuum control system” in
that context shows that the control system was switched off during these measurements. Thus,
the VCV was generally in the position “tube cross section area is completely open“ (opening
diameter = 10 mm), when the condition “without control system” was measured.
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With control system

Figure 6: Comparison of the vacuum behaviour in the Multilactor milking system for different milk flow levels, measured with and without the vacuum control system
(STRÖBEL ET AL., 2011a).
The comparison of both diagrams in Figure 6 shows that there is clearly a reduction in the
teat-end vacuum caused by the online analysis and control system that results from having
low- or medium-level milk flows. The vacuum at low flow rates, especially for flow rates
under 0.6 l/min per quarter, is much lower for the suction (b) and for the release (d) phase. For
example, for a flow rate of 0.4 l/min per quarter, a mean vacuum of only approximately
22 kPa was found in the suction phase “with control system”, when in the case “without control system”, a mean vacuum of approximately 34 kPa was found. In the release phase, the
mean vacuum “with control” was at a level of approximately 19 kPa, and approximately
27 kPa was found “without control”. At flow rates under 0.4 l/min per quarter, the differences
between the controlled and uncontrolled case was even greater, which makes sense because a
high vacuum is not necessary to transport the milk at low milk flow rates. The low vacuum in
these parts of milking obviates high stress on the teat tissue of the cow. To the contrary, in the
uncontrolled case at the low flow rates, a mean vacuum in the suction phase that is nearly as
high as the machine vacuum of the milking system was found. Moreover, for the flow rates
higher than 0.6 l/min per quarter in the suction phase, a high vacuum also in the case “with
control”, similar to the machine vacuum, was found to be required, allowing for a fast milk
supply for the cow and a time-efficient milking process, in the controlled case. Furthermore, a
very effective vacuum reduction at the teat-end was reached in the case of low milk flows.
Therefore, at present, the developed vacuum control system in a Multilactor milking system
is, for the first time, a milking system that controls the vacuum analogue to the milk flow,
instead of the other way around.
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In Publications D and E, three vacuum control models were developed. The three developed
control models have been the basis of the software production for the online vacuum control
system. All three models are presented in greater detail in Publication D. Therefore, the model
functions for the adjustable mean vacuum data were calculated. All the model functions have
been adapted to the given vacuum data, with the help of the statistic software JMP 8.0 (SAS
Institute, Cary, USA). For calculating the regression functions, the procedures “analysis” and
“modelling” or “model adaptation” have been used for models 1 and 3 in the publication. The
linear regression models for model 2 and for the model “without control” have also been
adapted using Microsoft Excel in both publications. For model 1, a polynomial function has
been identified, and for variant 3, a logistic 5p-function has been used and adapted using an
iteration process. The generalised logistic function is widely used as a flexible sigmoid function for growth modelling. This function extends the possibilities of the well-known logistic
curves (RICHARDS, 1959). The details of the model functions and of the adjusted coefficient of
determination used to compare the quality of the “function adaption” are presented in Publication D. In this dissertation, only the best of the three control models is given in comparison to
the condition “without control” (Figure 6).
Another result of the development efforts was comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the different constructions for the different control valves, which were shown in
Table 4. Additionally, for both VCV, it was possible to develop a control model, which was
needed to provide important information that was used in creating the software for the complete control system. In Table 4, VCV B was found to be the more suitable valve, and it could
be considered to be a further development of VDV A. After selecting the better VCV, the
completion of the online-analysis and control system for the teat-end vacuum could start. The
evaluation of both of the employed VCV prototypes is given in Table 4. Thus, the decision to
further improve VCV B was made with the help of the evaluation in Table 4.
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Schematic representation and evaluation of both of the tested vacuum control
valves (VCV), according to BLE (2010).

Schematic representation and
description
VCV A: Throttling the milk tube
with installation of sliding cores
that have different borehole
diameters.

Advantages
- During laboratory testing, it is suited
for searching for the optimal borehole sizes for controlling the teatend vacuum.
- Allows only a finite number of different borehole sizes.

-

-

Source: Siliconform GmbH & Co. KG.
and STRÖBEL ET AL. (2011a)
VCV B: Throttling the milk tube
with horizontal motion of a valve
tappet.

Source: Impulsa AG and
STRÖBEL ET AL. (2011a)

-

It is possible to adjust the opening
area in the valve very exact
- It is possible to readjust each tappet
position repeatedly in a short period
of time.
- Allows an infinite number of different
adjustable opening areas (sizes).
- The VCV is adapted to fluidic and
flushing requirements.
- The VCV can fulfil an additional
function in the Multilactor.
- The VCV can easily be operated
electronically by a computer.

-

Disadvantages

Evaluation

Using the VCV is
not possible in
combination with
an electric motor.
A change of the
sliding cores with
borehole requires
much time.
The borehole
sizes cannot be
changed finitely.

The VCV A is most
suitable for laboratory
tests but not very well
suited for dynamic controlling purposes.

Before the VCV
are available in
series production,
the production
costs are higher
for VCV B as for
VCV A.

During the development
of VCV B, the experience in development
with VCV A has been
used. Thus, VCV B is
well suited for controlling
the vacuum.

Moreover, the control unit with the above-mentioned sensors in an again-optimised test casing
(prototype two) and the four valves of the prototype VCV B were built and installed in the
latest type of the Multilactor milking system. Figure 7 shows the latest version of VCV B
when it is introduced to the Multilactor.

Figure 7: Essential parts of the vacuum control system with the sensors, with the vacuum
control unit and with the four actuators (the four vacuum control valves) are shown
in the figure (STRÖBEL ET AL., 2011a).
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As a final result, the complete vacuum control system was produced as a combined hardware
and software solution by Impulsa AG (Elsterwerda, Germany) ordered by the ATB. This was
not a direct but rather an indirect result of this dissertation because without the model data and
experiments, the complete technical realisation of the control system would not have been
possible. To show a complete picture of the efforts, it is important to understand that the theoretical work resulted in a completely new prototype of a Multilactor® unit in the laboratory of
the ATB. As a starting point, the calculations from the previous model calculations and results
were used. The final control system was programmed so that it is possible to change the essential basic settings in the software, allowing for full adjustment of the control parameters to
the specific device and the conditions in the milking parlour. The noted possibilities for
changing the settings could be defined as calibration of the vacuum control system. The block
diagram for the finished vacuum control system is presented in Figure 8. With that block diagram, all functions of the currently realised vacuum control system are explained.

Figure 8: Block diagram for the vacuum control system. This system is fully integrated into
the herd management system of the Impulsa AG (Source: IMPULSA AG, 2011).
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Discussion of the development of control technology

A comparison and discussion of the data gathered by simulating the effect of the vacuum control system with the data from previously evaluated milking systems shows the advantages
and disadvantages of the control system that was developed during the work for this dissertation. Additionally, the validation or rejection of the hypothesis (HDE) will be decided here. In
an earlier study, ROSE-MEIERHÖFER ET AL. (2010b) found a vacuum reduction in the suction
phase (b) of 10.4 kPa at a flow rate of 1.13 l/min per udder quarter in milking-time tests, for a
conventional cluster. The claw volume was 300 ccm. Further, the machine vacuum was adjusted to 42 kPa. The reduction of 10.4 kPa was compared to the results measured in the
MULTIlab with control system, where a vacuum reduction of only 4.0 kPa was found, measured both in the b-phase and at the same flow rate. Thus, it could be shown that the control
system can prevent vacuum reductions in the b-phase and that is has an influence on the teatend vacuum. Therefore, HDE is supported by the presented data. For the b-phase, it is true that
a high vacuum reduction, which occurs especially at high milk flow rates, leads to teat cups
falling off and to a delay in the milking duration of cows (WORSTORFF, 1976; REINEMANN ET
AL.,

2001; HAMANN, 1987b). Furthermore, in the official ISO test (ISO 6690, 2007) for milk-

ing systems, the vacuum reductions must be below a defined level. Thus, the control system is
progressive and can help prevent vacuum applications of milking systems that do not meet the
requirements of ISO 6690 (2007). Furthermore, another argument for the useful application of
the developed control system is that low flow rates do not require a high vacuum for the
transportation of the milk to the receiver (Publication D). Thus, a high vacuum at lower flow
rates (under 0.5 l/min per quarter) is not necessary for the transportation of the milk and may
result in damage to the teat tissue. The ability of the system to produce low teat-end vacuum
at low flow rates and high vacuum at high flow rates also supports HDE and the statement that
the control system has much greater potential to control the teat-end milking vacuum. Thus,
when the control system is introduced to a milking system, over-milking can occur only with
a strongly reduced teat-end vacuum. Moreover, currently available switch-off functions for
avoiding over-milking can remove the milking cluster only, when the slowest quarter is
properly milked out and not earlier (Publication D).
In 2008, O‟CALLAGHAN and BERRY investigated a single guided milking system (SGS),
which was developed at their institution. The system was installed in a parlour with high line
installations. In this prior study, the machine vacuum was 50 kPa for SGS (O‟CALLAGHAN
and BERRY, 2008). MULTIlab with control system works with a vacuum of 35 kPa. The
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vacuum situation is compared at a flow rate of 1.0 l/min per quarter. A comparison of the
2008 data of O‟CALLAGHAN and BERRY with data produced by the simulated vacuum control
system, developed in this dissertation, was undertaken and shows the following results: In the
b-phase, the measured mean vacuum reduction in per cent of the machine vacuum were
34.0% for SGS and 11.4% for MULTIlab with the control system. In the d-phase, the reduction
was 50% for SGS and 45.7% for MULTIlab with control, indicating that in the b-phase,
MULTIlab with control has a much lower vacuum reduction (Publication D). Thus, MULTIlab
has a lower vacuum consumption and is, in this view, more effective at the same milking
vacuum. Additionally, the energy consumption to obtain the same level of teat-end vacuum in
b-phase is lower. Thus, SGS required a high machine vacuum because of the very high
reduction in the b-phase. The result of a high machine vacuum in state of the art milking
systems is always a too-high vacuum in the d-phase. The vacuum in the b- and d-phase is
always affected by the machine vacuum in the system. The absolute value of the mean
vacuum in the d-phase was 25 kPa for SGS and 16 kPa for MULTIlab with control. Thus, even
when the per cent reduction in the d-phase is very similar for both systems, the mean vacuum
in the d-phase in SGS was much too high, compared with the requirements of the mentioned
optimal vacuum curve, collected from a literature review.
Many of the currently available milking systems have no major vacuum reduction in the dphase, as a major vacuum reduction is produced with the vacuum control system. Furthermore, ROSSING ET AL. (1985) found in an investigation among high-yielding cows, that yields
over 12 kg per milking had a negative effect on the total milk production. ROSSING and
HOGEWERF (1997) concluded from this that it is increasingly desirable for high-yielding dairy
cows to be milked more than twice a day. Thus, the machine-on time in total has increased
with high-yielding cows. A gentle milking process is therefore essential for such cows. These
cows should be protected from unnecessary strain caused by too high a vacuum, as suggested
by IDF (1994). To summarize, a comparison of the results from Publication B with the vacuum conditions produced by MULTI with a control system has also been conducted. This study
showed vacuum reductions at a flow rate of 0.25 l/min per quarter in the d-phase of 2.2 kPa
for CONfarm and of 5.4 kPa for the Biomilker® in the laboratory (Table 2). In the MULTIlab
with the control system (Figure 6), the reduction in the d-phase at the same flow rate is 28.0
kPa. Thus, the strain on the teats at low flow rates is much less when the control system is
used. Especially for low milk flow rates, this result is also true compared to teat-preserving
milking technologies, such as the Biomilker® and SystemHappel® technologies (System Hap-
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pel® GmbH, Friesenried, Germany). At higher flow rates, similar vacuum reduction effects
have been found in the mentioned teat preserving milking systems. Additionally, the data
from Publication B, compared with the data of MULTIlab with the control system, support
HDE. The teat-end vacuum in MULTIlab with control is influenced by the position and cross
sectional area in the vacuum control valve, and MULTIlab with control offers greater possibilities for a proper adjustment of the teat-end vacuum behaviour of that milking system.
5.3.3

Conclusions from the development of the control technology

The results and discussion in the third part of this dissertation leads to the following conclusions for the entire study: All the results from the third section of this dissertation show that
the hypothesis (HDE) could be confirmed by all the data gathered in Publications D and E. The
vacuum can be adjusted very precisely by the tested vacuum control valve, by a change in the
cross-sectional area as the opening area in that valve. Furthermore, the data from the literature
show that a permanently acting vacuum control system is urgently needed because there are
still many studies that report poor teat conditions caused by milking technique. Another fact
from the results in chapter 5.3.1 is that the developed vacuum control system is already far
along in the technical realisation process (Figure 7 and 8). The conclusion from this is that the
technical realisation of the system should be continued and completed without delay and that
the introduction to farms should begin as soon as possible. Thus, many of the presented arguments confirm the fact that the developed vacuum control system is at the moment the best
alternative for controlling the teat-end vacuum that could soon be used on farms (Publication D).
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CONCLUSIONS

The present dissertation shows that in future, research is needed to further improve the already
innovative individual quarter milking technique with vacuum control system. A more precise
vacuum application as developed in this dissertation should be introduced to more milking
systems on the market. To find a technical solution for that objective, it will be necessary to
separate the milking vacuum and the adhesive vacuum in milking machines completely. In
detail, the conclusions from this dissertation are the following:
 Within the investigated AMS, the AMS B showed, in general, the vacuum conditions
that are most close to the stated optimal teat-end vacuum curve. A still suboptimal
vacuum condition for all AMS is the still-too-high vacuum in the d-phase at low flow
rates.
 MULTIfarm and BIOfarm, investigated in the Publication B have a positive effect as
follows: The reduction of the mean vacuum level in the d-phase, as the flow rate
increases, provides an effective massage to the teat, but that effect should also be
available at lower flow rates.
 The produced vacuum conditions in MULTIlab “with” a control system are closer to
the stated optimal vacuum curve, compared to the vacuum conditions in the other
investigated milking systems such as AMS A, B and C in Publication A and as
MULTIfarm, CONfarm and BIOfarm in Publication B.
 The developed vacuum-sensing system can be used for detecting teat cups, which are
kicked off by the cows.
 The developed vacuum-sensing system can also be used to control the pulsation
pattern in almost every milking system.
 The sensor system with test casings (prototype one) still works properly but should be
improved before integration into the vacuum control system can occur. The
improvement was partly performed during the dissertation, and a prototype two
sensing system was developed, equipped with a better calibration system for the
vacuum sensors. However, the prototype two sensing system should be evaluated once
again to be sure that it also works properly.
 The MULTIlab “with control” produces better milk-flow-related data for the teat-end
vacuum than the MULTIlab “without vacuum control”. Further, the system “with
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control” meets much better the requirements of the concept of the optimal teat-end
vacuum curve.
 With the developed vacuum control system, milking machines are able to produce a
constant or increasing mean teat-end vacuum in the b- and d-phases of the pulsation
cycle at varying flow rates.
 Further, it can be assumed that the identified relationships for a vacuum as a function
of opening area in the valve and flow rate are also correct for all identically
constructed Multilactor® milking systems (MULTIlab) and for all vacuum control
valves, which are constructed similar to the used valves.
 The control system should be evaluated in farm experiments to determine if there is a
positive effect on the udder health, teat condition and milkability, as assumed during
the development process. In the near future, the system should be launched to the
market.
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SUMMARY

Major progress was made in modern dairy farming in recent years. Animal health, housing
conditions and cow performance have been increased. More Online- Sensors have been developed and used in farms. Some of them can detect udder infections very early and others
can distinguish between usable and faulty milk. But in addition to the progresses, there are
some avoidable strains to the teat tissue of cows, characterised by callous ring formation at
the teat ends, hyperkeratosis and tissue hardenings that remain big problems by today and can
cause tremendous economic losses. In many cases strained teat tissue promotes udder infections. Moreover there are various reasons for strain on the teat tissue. But still today, the teat
tissue is strained too much and that can be caused by disproportionately high vacuum conditions at the teat end. The disproportionately high vacuum is frequently produced by not optimal adjusted milking systems.
On the basis of this inventory, it was the main objective of this dissertation to develop a vacuum control system for the teat-end milking vacuum that can react in short time intervals. The
teat-end milking vacuum in a milking system should be adjusted by the control system in a
way that there are constant low mean vacuum reductions in the suction phase. In contrast in
the release phase the control system should provide flow related vacuum reductions.
In wet-tests performed according to (ISO 6690, 2007), several individual quarter milking systems in the laboratory and practical milking parlours were evaluated in terms of their associated teat-end vacuum conditions. Then, several vacuum measuring and actuator systems for
controlling the teat-end vacuum were tested in a laboratory milking parlour. The most important result of the studies was that the general concept for a teat-end vacuum control system
was developed and a prototype of that system could be produced. Moreover, some important
requirements for an optimum teat-end vacuum were revealed during that work. The developed
concept for the planed vacuum control system suggests that it is possible to reduce the mean
teat-end milking vacuum in the suction phase to 20 kPa at a flow rate of 0.25 l/min per udder
quarter. At higher flow rates of 1.5 l/min and more per udder quarter, the teat-end vacuum is
similar to the machine vacuum with a mean value of approximately 30 kPa. Therefore, for the
first time, it is possible to supply a high teat-end vacuum at a high and a low teat-end vacuum
at low milk flow rates in a milking system. The essential results of this dissertation were published in 4 reviewed journal papers and in a submitted patent specification.
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In the future, the developed vacuum control system should be adapted for technical introduction to all types of popular individual quarter milking systems. Thus, it can be widely used
under farm conditions, and the system can help in treating the teat tissue of the cows with
care. Further, the effects of the system on teat condition and milkability should be evaluated
in a farm test. In the long term, a technology should be developed to adjust the adhesive force
and the vacuum required for the milking process, independently of each other. With such a
development, the teat-end vacuum could be adjustable in a much wider range in comparison
to the present situation.
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In der Milchviehhaltung wurden in den letzten Jahren viele Fortschritte erzielt. Die Haltungsbedingungen wurden verbessert und die Leistung der Tiere konnte gesteigert werden. Beim
Melken werden immer mehr Online- Sensoren eingesetzt, die z. B. Eutererkrankungen frühzeitig erkennen oder die schadhafte Milch absondern. Neben den vorhandenen Fortschritten
sind vermeidbare Belastungen des Zitzengewebes bei Kühen, wie z. B. Ringbildungen, Hyperkeratosen und Verhärtungen auch heute noch ein großes Problem das bedeutenden wirtschaftlichen Schaden verursacht. Eutererkrankungen werden häufig durch geschädigtes Zitzengewebe begünstigt. Für Schädigungen des Zitzengewebes gibt es vielerlei Gründe. Aber
auch heute noch entstehen diese Schädigungen durch übermäßig starke Vakuumbelastung an
der Zitzenspitze und damit durch nicht optimal angepasste Melktechnik.
Aufgrund dieser Bestandsaufnahme war es das Hauptziel dieser Arbeit, ein Vakuumregelungssystem für das zitzenendige Melkvakuum zu entwickeln das in engen Zeitabständen reagiert. Das zitzenendige Melkvakuum soll durch die Regelung einen konstant niedrigen Vakuumabfall in der Saugphase aufweisen. In der Entlastungsphase des Pulszyklus soll die Regelung dagegen einen hohen milchflussunabhängigen Vakuumabfall erzeugen.
Bei Nassmessungen nach (ISO 6690, 2007) wurden mehrere viertelindividuelle Melksysteme
im Melklabor und in Praxisbetrieben in Bezug auf ihr zitzenendiges Melkvakuum untersucht.
Nachfolgend wurden mehrere Vakuummess- und Aktorsysteme zur Vakuumbeeinflussung im
Melklabor untersucht. Die wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Untersuchungen bestehen darin, dass
die grundlegende Konzeption für ein Vakuumregelungssystem gefunden und ein Prototyp
gebaut werden konnte. Weiter wurden bedeutende Anforderungen an ein optimales zitzenendiges Melkvakuum erarbeitet. Das Konzept für das entwickelte Vakuumregelungssystem lässt
erwarten, dass das mittlere zitzenendige Vakuum in der Saugphase auf 20 kPa, bei einem
Milchfluss von 0,25 l/min/Euterviertel reduziert werden kann. Bei hohen Milchflüssen von
1,5 l/min/Euterviertel und mehr wird das Vakuum in derselben Phase hingegen auf einen Mittelwert von 30 kPa eingestellt. Damit kann erstmals ein hohes Melkvakuum bei großen und
ein niedriges Melkvakuum bei kleinen Milchflüssen erreicht werden. Die wesentlichen Ergebnisse der Arbeit wurden in 4 referierten Journalbeiträgen und einer eingereichten Patentschrift veröffentlicht.
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In Zukunft sollte das entwickelte Vakuumregelsystem für alle häufig vorkommenden viertelindividuellen Melksysteme angepasst werden, damit es breiten Eingang in die Praxis findet
und zur Schonung des Zitzengewebes beitragen kann. Das entwickelte Regelungssystem soll
in allen viertelindividuellen Melksystemen zum Einsatz kommen. Dafür wurde es entwickelt.
Außerdem sollte die Wirkung des Systems in einem Praxisversuch untersucht werden. Langfristig muss weitergeforscht werden, damit das Haft- und Melkvakuum am Melkbecher getrennt voneinander eingestellt werden kann. Damit kann das zitzenendige Melkvakuum noch
umfangreicher als bisher gestaltet werden.
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APPENDIX F
Translated summary of Publication E
The submitted patent in this work is available only in German. Therefore, the summary of the
submitted patent is given in the appendix, translated into English. The summary was translated by Ulrich Ströbel:
The present submitted patent relates to a method for milking animals. The invention comprises a step i), in which the value of the teat-end vacuum in a milking apparatus and preconditions of milking applications of pulsation and vacuum at different milk flows can be measured. Furthermore, it is possible to change the vacuum in the milk tube by a vacuum control
valve (VCV). Further, the present submitted patent relates to a second step ii), in which the
teat-end vacuum can be controlled to a target value during the whole milking process by a
vacuum control valve (VCV). Moreover, the invention relates to a „Kit‟ for the processing of
step i) within the invented process (Publication E).
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APPENDIX G
Contribution of the authors to the included publications
All the publications are written primarily by the first author. The contributions of the coauthors are as follows:
Publication A
Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer and Reiner Brunsch applied for and received the funding for the
study. Sandra Rose and Ann-Christin Entorf helped conduct the measurements at the farms
and institutions with the automatic milking systems. Further, all authors and especially Sandra
Rose-Meierhöfer and Hülya Öz interpreted and discussed the findings, and they helped very
much in improving the English language and with the statistical analyses. Ulrich Ströbel
wrote the first drafts of the manuscript, worked on all of the processing steps of the publication and contributed 45% of this publication.
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Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer and Hülya Öz initiated the study and the funding for the study.
Hülya Öz, Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer, Christian Ammon and Ulrich Ströbel conducted the
measurements at a dairy farm in Remptendorf, Germany. Further, Hülya Öz produced the first
draft of the manuscript and devoted much work to further improvement of the manuscript.
Additionally, all authors and especially Christian Ammon and Hülya Öz interpreted and discussed the findings. Ulrich Ströbel conducted the first data acquisition and produced the first
figures for the publication that were later improved by all authors. Thus, Ulrich Ströbel contributed 15% of the work to that publication.
Publication C
Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer and Reiner Brunsch initiated the funding for the study. Ulrich
Ströbel conducted the measurements at the ATB laboratory milking parlour, together with an
internship student. Further, all authors and especially Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer interpreted and
discussed the findings, and they helped to greatly improve the English language and with the
statistical analyses. Ulrich Ströbel wrote the first draft of the manuscript, worked in all of the
processing steps of the publication and contributed 75% to this publication.
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Publication D
Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer and Reiner Brunsch initiated the funding for the study. Ulrich
Ströbel conducted the measurements at the ATB laboratory milking parlour for this study.
Further, all authors and especially Hülya Öz and Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer interpreted and discussed the findings, and they helped to greatly improve the English language and with the
statistical analyses. Ulrich Ströbel organised the necessary vacuum control valves for conducting the measurements during a research project, consulted with manufacturers to produce
and improve the prototype of the control valve, wrote the basic drafts of the manuscript,
worked during all processing steps of the publication and contributed 75% of the work towards the submitted publication.
Publication E
This submitted patent publication is closely related to Publication D. Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer
and Reiner Brunsch initiated the funding that made the submitted publication possible. Before
conducting the first measurements, Ulrich Ströbel was consulted, particularly by Jakob Meier
and by Egbert Zieger, in relation to improving the vacuum control valve that was used in all
tests for the study. Ulrich Ströbel conducted the measurements at the ATB laboratory milking
parlour for this study. Further, all authors interpreted and discussed the findings. All authors,
but especially Sandra Rose-Meierhöfer, helped to improve the language of and the discussion
in the submitted patent. Ulrich Ströbel, Jakob Meier and Egbert Zieger organised the necessary vacuum control valves for conducting the measurements. Ulrich Ströbel wrote all the
drafts of the manuscript, worked in all of the processing steps of the study and contributed
25% of the work involved in the submitted publication.
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